
GEOGRAPHY OVERVIEW 

Intent 

At Prior’s Mill, we believe that Geography is key in aiding children to explore the world 
around them by thinking cri>cally to ask ques>ons about what it means to be part of planet 
Earth. Developing essen>al knowledge and skills such as inves>ga>on, explora>on and 
problem solving, Geography provides children with the skills to understand interna>onal 
issues by exploring both the human and physical processes that make our world so unique. 
In today’s diverse society, Geography equips children with essen>al knowledge, which 
allows them to be understanding of, and empathe>c towards, other people, places and 
cultures, therefore promo>ng their spiritual, moral, social and cultural development. We 
believe Geography can inspire children with a curiosity and fascina>on about the world, and 
its people, which will remain with them for the rest of their lives. It should not be about 
children leaving with a long list of facts about the world; we instead want our children to 
appreciate the ever-evolving nature of Geography and the opportuni>es it provides for 
them to be well rounded global ci>zens with a deep understanding of the wider world. It 
therefore, forms an important part of the curriculum and is taught as part of our cross 
curricular approach, through ‘themes’ with a strong Geographical focus taught in blocks 
across the year. Each unit of learning is planned based on key Geographical skills that we 
aim to develop throughout our children’s Geography learning journey here at Prior’s Mill to 
know more and in turn to remember more.  In addi>on to lessons, children have several 
opportuni>es throughout the year to develop their Geographical understanding outside the 
classroom. Fieldwork promotes geographical knowledge and understanding by bridging the 
divide between the classroom and the real world. 

Implementa4on 

Through the framework of the 2014 Na>onal Curriculum, Geography taught at Prior’s Mill 
School will aim to ensure that all children: 

• Develop age-appropriate, accurate knowledge of the loca>on, physical and human 
characteris>cs of a wide range of globally significant places. 

• Use this knowledge to provide a geographical context to study and understand the 
ac>ons of important geographical processes. 

• Understand that these processes give rise to the key physical and human 
geographical features of the world, how these are interdependent and how they 
bring about varia>on and change to the geographical landscape. 

• Are able to use geographical vocabulary which is appropriate and accurate and which 
develops and evolves from EYFS to KS1 and through to KS2. 
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• Collect, analyse and present a range of data, gathered through experiences of 
fieldwork, to deepen understanding of geographical processes. 

• Use and interpret a wide range of sources of geographical informa>on, including 
maps, diagrams, globes and aerial photographs. 

• Are able to communicate geographical informa>on in a variety of ways, including 
through maps, numerical and quan>ta>ve skills and wri>ng at length. 

• Fulfil the requirements of the 2014 Na>onal Curriculum for Geography. 

• Develop spiritually, morally, socially and culturally thus helping them to have a 
greater understanding of their place in the world, and their rights and responsibili>es 
to other people and the environment. 

Impact  

Within Geography, we strive to ensure all pupils are making sustained and good progress 
across all year groups by crea>ng a suppor>ve and enquiry-based learning environment that 
empowers children to ask ques>ons and think cri>cally. Emphasis is placed on inves>ga>on 
and problem-solving opportuni>es which allow our children to explore the world around 
them with curiosity and excitement while providing them with the knowledge they need to 
be effec>ve global ci>zens with a deep understanding of people, places and cultures. We 
aspire to have children who have a good understanding of the interac>on between physical 
and human processes and how these affect landscapes and environments as well as the 
people within them.


